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Founded in Paris in 1982, Galerie DUMONTEIL has 
been a major player in the market of the figurative 
sculpture. The gallery has two gallery spaces in 
Paris and Shanghai. For more than two decades, 
the gallery has devoted itself to the discovery of 
and promotion of talented contemporary artists. 
Today, artists such as Daniel Daviau, Tess Dumon,  
Jean-Marie Fiori, Eric Pillot, Rubén Fuentes, Hubert le 
Gall, Lin Guocheng, Wensen Qi, Ugo Schildge, Wang 
Keping, and Nisky Yu, share the walls of the gallery 
spaces, creating a truly diverse group of objects for 
the appreciation of collectors.

Booth Highlight

“The Eternal Spring” cabinet and “Two Rabbit-Shape 
Wall Decoration”, the two highlighted pieces for 
the booth both came from the French designer and 
sculptor Hubert Le Gall (b.1961). He creates poetic 
and functional furnitures. He plays on shapes, light 
and colours by combining unusual ideas and working 
with various materials. Many of his creations are 
present in the permanent collections of French and 
international museums.He has carried out several 
projects for national furniture and several French 
embassies abroad.

Gallery Founder & Owner

With a joint diploma in private law and in art 
history awarded by both the University of Paris and 
Ecole du Louvre, Pierre Dumonteil, dedicated to 
the advocation, distribution and connoisseurship 
in the fields of modern and contemporary art, is a 
certificated auctioneer who has worked for Drouot, 
one of the largest and most prestigious auction 
houses in France.In 1982, Pierre co-founded with his 
wife Dothi their eponymous gallery, focusing on the 
promotion of Art Deco objects from the 1930s and 
the works of contemporary artists. Today, Pierre is 
not only one of the very few but also one of the most 
important commissioners of sculptures in France.

A registered art expert in sculpture and painting of 
the 20th and 21st century at CNE, Pierre advises the 
French government in juristic settlements of artworks 
as a special consul for the Obersavtoire du Marche de 
l’Art in France. Holding numerous awards and titles, 
both Pierre and Dothi are decorated by the French 
government as Chevaliers des Arts et des Lettres in 
recognition of their outstanding contribution to the 
artistic scene in France.
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ᨷᬿ Bronze
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භঽ˨�The Eternal Spring
͔ͤ eྲҿҫ࠷ Hubert Le Gall
2018
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Cabinet, Polished Bronze with 
Patina
161 x 100 x 54 cm
  :ᒱ៙ Courtesyྟڏ
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ᗀڡ༥Ὂᨷᬿ Floor lamp, Bronze
185 x 60 x 60 cm
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